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ABSTRACT
The presented work settles attention in the architecture of ambient
intelligence, in particular, for the application of mobile vision tasks
in multimodal interfaces. A major issue for the performance of
these services is uncertainty in the visual information which roots
in the requirement to index into a huge amount of reference im-
ages. The presented functional component – the Attentive Machine
Interface (AMI) – enables contextual processing of multi-sensor in-
formation in a probabilistic framework, for example to exploit con-
textual information from geo-services with the purpose to cut down
the visual search space into a subset of relevant object hypotheses.
We demonstrate results about geo-indexed object recognition from
experimental tracks and image captures in an urban scenario, ex-
tracting object hypotheses in the local context from both (i) mobile
image based appearance and (ii) GPS based positioning, and ver-
ify performance in recognition accuracy (> 14%) using Bayesian
decision fusion, verifying the advantage of multi-sensor attentive
processing in multimodal interfaces.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.1.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analy-
sis—Object recognition; G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Statis-
tical computing

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Attention as a methodology of selecting detail of relevance is

ubiquitious in biological systems and has increasingly received con-
sideration for the design of artificial cognitive systems. In this pa-
per we approach attention from the viewpoint of a nomadic urban
user that is equipped with a camera phone and that is interested in
receiving appropriate information about objects of interest within
a local environment. We describe the embedding of the problem
in a general system implementation of an Attentive Machine Inter-
face (AMI) that enables contextual processing of multi-sensor in-
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formation in a probabilistic framework. The system is prepared to
support bottom-up information processing in terms of selecting and
processing information within specific modalities and according to
a pre-defined – be it learned or heuristically determined – method-
ology. A particularly novel functionality presented in this work is
to enable top-down information processing by cross-modal priming
of early processing in the manner of a multi-sensor framework for
attentive – and finally superior – performance.

In ubiquitous computing, several frameworks have been proposed
in the frame of attentive interfaces and context awareness. [8] pro-
posed Attentive User Interfaces that capture the attention of the
user, e.g. from eye gaze estimation, and consequently adapt in-
teraction systems for better communication with the user. [1] pro-
posed that context is a description of a real world situation on an ab-
stract level that is derived from available cues. Finally, [6] proposed
a context processing system with blackboard functionality where
components can subscribe to receive messages matching specific
patterns, and various cues are integrated into a multimodal descrip-
tion of a situation. While the concept of AMI is directly inspired by
[6], it presents processing in a probabilistic framework and enables
top-down, i.e., attentive cross-modal information processing.

Mobile object recognition and visual positioning have recently
been proposed in terms of mobile vision services for the support
of urban nomadic users. A major issue for the performance of
these services is uncertainty in visual information; covering large
urban areas with naive approaches would require to refer to a huge
amount of reference images and consequently to highly ambigu-
ous features. Previous work on mobile vision services primarily
advanced the state-of-the-art in computer vision methodology for
the application in urban scenarios. [7] provided a first innova-
tive attempt on building identification proposing local affine fea-
tures for object matching. [9] introduced image retrieval methodol-
ogy for the indexing of visually relevant information from the web
for mobile location recognition. Subsequent attempts (e.g., [5, 2])
advanced the methodology further towards higly robust building
recognition. However, so far it has not been considered to investi-
gate the contribution of geo-information to the performance of the
vision service.

We propose to exploit contextual information from geo-services
with the purpose to cut down the visual search space into a subset
of all available object hypotheses in the large urban area. Geo-
information in association with visual features enables to restrict
the search within a local context. The results from experimental
tracks and image captures in an urban scenario prove a significant
increase in recognition accuracy (Sec. 4) and use of computational
resources when using in contrast to omitting geo-contextual infor-
mation.
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Figure 1: Concept of a client-server system architecture with
Attentive Machine Interface (AMI).

2. ATTENTIVE MACHINE INTERFACE
The context framework used in the AMI defines a cue as an ab-

straction of logical and physical sensors which may represent a
context itself, generating a recursive definition of context. Sen-
sor data, cues and context descriptions are defined in a framework
of uncertainty. Attention is the act of selecting and enabling detail
– in response to situation specific data - within a choice of given
information sources, with the purpose to operate exclusively on it.
Attention enabled by the AMI is therefore focusing operations on
a specific detail of a situation that is described by the context.

Fig.. 1 outlines the embedding of the AMI within a client-server
system architecture for mobile vision services with support from
multi-sensor information. A user interface generates task infor-
mation (mobile vision service) that is fed into the Master Control
(MC) and then the Task Processor (TP) who, firstly, requests a hi-
erarchical description of services, i.e. context-generating modules
(context subgraph) and, secondly, executes the services in the or-
der of the subgraph description. Context-generating modules are
services that receive an input cue (an image, a GPS signal, etc.)
from the Data Control (DC) module and generate a specific context
abstraction from an integration of the input cues.

Context Processing For the generation of high-level context in-
formation only parts of the Context Graph need to be processed,
in fact those that contribute to the corresponding (top-level) con-
text node. Depending on available input data and services, a sub-
graph from the Context Graph is derived which consequently en-
sures a smooth processing by the Task Processor. The subgraph
gets processed starting with those leaf context nodes which take
data only from the Data Control. The calculated results are given
to the next Context Nodes following the outgoing edges until the
top-level context node is reached. Resulting high-level context in-
formation is given to the user via a visualization compent and is
stored in the Data Control or Diary Manager.

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processing The AMI supports two
different modes of information processing, i.e., bottom-up and top-
down processing. The choice of modes can be decided by the Task
Processor according to demands on computational resources, qual-
ity of service (e.g., recognition accuracy) and availability of data.
Figure 2 provides a schematic sketch of the service of geo-indexed
object recognition (Sec. 3) in both processing modes. In bottom-
up processing mode (a), services for the computation of (i) visual
objects (object recognition) and (ii) geo-features (positioning) are
determining hypotheses with respect to the occurrence of objects (i)

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Context service “Geo-Indexed Building Recognition”
and context nodes for (a) bottom-up information processing of
visual object recognition and geo-features, and for (b) top-down
information processing using geo-features to prime recognition.

in the image and (ii) within a local environment. In top-down pro-
cessing mode (b), there is a cross-modal dependency in (i) object
recognition on the input of object hypotheses provided by (ii) the
geo-service. While individually processed distributions on object
hypotheses can simply be integrated in (a) using Bayesian decision
fusion, (b) actually models an impact of geo-information on visual
feature extraction as outlined in more detail in Sec. 3.

3. GEO-INDEXED RECOGNITION
Urban image based recognition provides the technology for both

situated object awareness and positioning. We briefly describe how
we make use of the methodology presented in [2]. The user cap-
tures an image about an object of interest in its field of view, and
a software client initiates wireless data submission to the server.
Assuming that a GPS receiver is available, the mobile device reads
the actual position estimate and sends this together with the image
to the server. In the second stage, the web-service reads the mes-
sage and analyzes the geo-referenced image. Based on a current
quality of service and the given decision for object detection and
identification, the server prepares the associated annotation infor-
mation from the content database and sends it back to the client for
visualization.

Attentive Object Recognition Research on visual object detec-
tion has recently focused on the development of local interest oper-
ators (e.g., [3]) and the integration of local information into object
recognition. The Informative SIFT Features Approach (i-SIFT [2])
provides robust matching despite viewpoint, illumination and scale
changes in the object image captures which is mandatory for mo-
bile vision services. It uses local density estimations in feature
space to determine the posterior entropy H(O|di) of the posterior
distribution P (ok|di), k = 1 . . . Ω, Ω is the number of instanti-
ations of the object class variable O, where oi denotes an object
hypothesis from a given object set SO . .

Fig. 3 depicts discriminative descriptors in an entropy-coded
representation of local SIFT features di. From discriminative local
descriptors one proceeds to entropy thresholded object representa-
tions, providing increasingly sparse representations with increas-
ing recognition accuracy, in terms of storing only selected descrip-
tor information that is relevant for classification purposes. For the
rejection of images whenever they do not contain any objects of
interest one estimates the entropy in the posterior distribution and
rejects images with posterior entropies above a certain threshold.
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Figure 3: Concept for recognition from informative local de-
scriptors. (I) SIFT descriptors are extracted within the test
image. (II) Decision making analyzes the descriptor voting for
MAP decision. (III) In i-SIFT, a decision tree exclusively selects
informative descriptors for decision making (II).

Geo-Contextual Computing of Object Recognition Geo-services
provide access to information about a local context that is stored in
a digital city map. Map information in terms of map features is in-
dexed via a current estimate on the user position that can be derived
from satellite based signals (GPS), dead-reckoning devices and so
on. The map features can provide geo-contextual information in
terms of, e.g., location of points of interest. In previous work [4],
the general relevance of geo-services for the application of mobile
object recognition was already emphasised, however, the contribu-
tion of the geo-services to the performance of geo-indexed object
recognition was not quantitatively assessed, and top-down process-
ing was not considered.

Fig. 4 depicts a novel methodology to introduce geo-service based
object hypotheses. (i) A geo-focus is first defined with respect
to a radius of expected position accuracy with respect to the city
map. (ii) Distances between user position and points of interest
(e.g., tourist sight buildings) that are within the geo-focus are esti-
mated. (iii) The distances are then weighted according to a normal
density function by p(x) = 1/((2π)d/2|Σ|1/2) exp{−1/2(x −
µ)T Σ−1(x− µ)}. By investigating different values for σ, assum-
ing (Σij) = δijσ

2
j , one can tune the impact of distances on the

weighting of object hypotheses. (iv) Finally, weighted distances
are normalised and determine confidence values of individual ob-
ject hypotheses.

Bottom-Up Geo-Indexed Object Recognition Distributions over
object hypotheses from vision and geo-services are then integrated
via Bayesian decision fusion. Although an analytic investigation of
both visual and position signal based information should prove sta-
tistical dependency between the corresponding random variables,
one assumes that it is here sufficient to pursue a naive Bayes ap-
proach for the integration of the hypotheses (in order to get a rapid
estimate about the contribution of geo-services to mobile vision
services) by P (ok|yi,v,xi,g) = p(ok|yi,v)p(ok|xi,g), where in-
dices v and g mark information from image (y) and positioning
(x), respectively.

Top-Down Geo-Indexed Object Recognition Here, we firstly
process the geo-service in order to receive a distribution over ob-
ject hypotheses that is input to attentive object recognition. The
recognition method is then primed to reject all those local (i-SIFT;
see above) descriptors from consideration that are labelled with hy-
potheses of negligible confidence in the output of the geo-service.
Hence the feature space underlying the nearest-neighbor voting pro-
cedure is containing only pre-selected prototypes which are then
preferred but outside a pre-determined distance threshold in fea-

Figure 4: Extraction of object hypotheses from geo-services.
(Left to right) Within a local spatial neighborhood (geo-focus),
distances to the points of interest are exponentially weighted
and normalised to provide a distribution on object hypotheses.

ture space. The resulting distribution over object hypothesis can
again be fused with the distribution from geo-services in order to
recieve a distance based weighting on object hypotheses.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The overall goal of the experiments was to determine and to

quantify the contribution of geo-services to object recognition in
urban environments and to compare bottom-up and top-down pro-
cessing modes. The performance in the detection and recognition
of objects of interest on the query images with respect to a given
reference image database and a given methodology (TSG-20 [2])
was compared to the identical processing but using geo-information
and information fusion for the integration of object hypotheses.

User Scenario and Constraints In the application scenario, we
imagine a tourist being equipped with a mobile device with built-in
GPS. He can send image based queries to a server using UMTS or
WLAN based connectivity. The server performs geo-indexed ob-
ject recognition and is expected to respond with tourist relevant an-
notation if a point of interest was identified. Reference imagery [2]
with 640 × 480 resolution about building objects of the TSG-20
database1 were captured from a camera-equipped mobile phone
(Nokia 6230), containing changes in 3D viewpoint, partial occlu-
sions, scale changes by varying distances for exposure, and various
illumination changes. For each object we selected 2 images taken
by a viewpoint change of ≈ ±30◦ and of similar distance to the
object for training to determine the i-SIFT based object represen-
tation. A test data set was acquired with an ultra-mobile PC with
1.3 MPixels image captures, with seven images per TSG-20 object
from different view points; images were captured on different days
under different weather conditions.

Attentive Object Recognition In the first evaluation stage, each
individual image query was evaluated for vision based object detec-
tion and recognition, then regarding extraction of geo-service based
object hypotheses, and finally with respect to Bayesian decision fu-
sion on the individual probability distributions (Sec. 3). Detection
is an important pre-processing step to recognition, e.g., to avoid
geo-services to support confidences for objects that are not in the
query image. Experiments on imagery including background data
resulted in a PT rate of 89.2% and a FP rate of 20.1%, probably
due to the bad sensor quality. However, once a query image is at-
tributed to the object category, the geo-indexed object recognition
will boost the performance in finding more correct hypotheses than
using vision alone.

Fig. 5 depicts sample query images associated with correspond-
ing distributions on object hypotheses from vision, geo-services,
and using information fusion. The results demonstrate significant

1http://dib.joanneum.at/cape/TSG-20/
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Figure 5: Comparison between bottom-up (blue/dark bars)
and top-down approach (green/light bars) from (a) sample in-
put images. Integration of object hypotheses from (b) vision
and (c) geo-services into a (d) fused distribution demonstrates
clear increases in the confidences of the correct object hypothe-
sis and therefore a significant improvement in the performance
of the mobile vision service (Fig. 6).

increases in the confidences of correct object hypotheses. The eval-
uation of the complete database of image queries about TSG-20
objects (Fig. 6) proves a decisive advantage for taking geo-service
based information into account in contrast to purely vision based
object recognition, in particular, using the top-down approach. While
vision based recognition is on a low level (≈ 84%), an exponen-
tially weighted spatial enlargement of the scope on object hypothe-
ses with geo-services increased the recognition accuracy up to ≈
99%. With increasing σ an increasing number of object hypotheses
are taken into account for information fusion and the performance
finally drops to vision based recognition performance (uniform dis-
tribution in the geo-service based object hypotheses).

5. CONCLUSION
In this work we propose the AMI that enables bottom-up and

top-down cross-modal information processing. We take advantage
of geo-contextual information for the improvement of mobile vi-
sion services in urban scenarios, such as visual object recognition
of tourist sights. We argued that geo-information provides a fo-
cus on the local object context that enables a meaningful selection
of expected object hypotheses and therefore improves overall per-
formance of urban object recognition. We proposed to pursue a
methodology on Bayesian decision fusion that integrates distribu-
tions on object hypotheses from both cues, i.e., visual information
and position estimate. We performed experiments on a representa-
tive image data set and proved a significant improvement in perfor-
mance when using geo-services.

Figure 6: Performance comparison between geo-service based
hypotheses (Geo), purely vision based recognition (OR),
bottom-up processing with information fusion (OR+GEO),
top-down processing of attentive recognition without (R+OR)
and with post-processing using Bayesian decision fusion
(R+OR+GEO; best results).

In future work we will further exploit the concept of the AMI by
integrating different context information, such as visual context or
semantic segmentation, in a probabilistic framework.
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